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Product charisma
J. Gotzsch Groupe Ecole Supérieure de Commerce de Grenoble, France

Abstract
Consumers are attracted by product designs that feel “alive” and that contain surprise elements.
Meaningful product attributes are an important way to differentiate a product from the competitor’s
products. Companies in mature markets, especially, have a competitive advantage when they
succeed in integrating this “emotional value” or “experience” into the product design.
This paper presents a classification of the various messages that a product can convey. The different
product messages are visualised by means of a schema in which three groups of messages are
distinguished. These three groups consist of messages about the product itself, about the company
and about the product user.
The product messages are described in detail and illustrated with recent examples of meaningful
product designs.
The classification of the different product messages is a synthesis based on findings from literature.
In a next research stage this classification and the development process of products with “emotional
value” will be analysed in further detail.
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Product charisma
During the last decades, industrial product design has moved from a “rational” approach to a more
“psychological” approach in which meaningful messages in design have gained importance.
A product can, for example, contain status symbols or look “friendly” to work with. The right
messages or emotional values in a product contribute to its attractiveness and influence the buyer’s
decision.
The main objective of this article is to present an overview of possible messages in a product. In the
overview, three groups of messages are distinguished. These groups consist of messages about the
product itself, about the company, and about the product user. These product messages are
described in detail, visualised in three diagrams and illustrated with recent examples of meaningful
product designs.

More competition, more messages
Several people in the design field (Eger, 1991; Luh, 1994; Marzano, 2000; McDonagh-Philp et al.,
2000) have emphasized the importance of “emotional benefits” produced by the messages in the
product. This emotional benefit can be a competitive advantage. According to Marzano (2000),
head of Philips Corporate Design, companies no longer have to satisfy people’s functional needs,
but have to provide them with ways to stimulate their senses and intellect. Philips Corporate Design
aims to design “meaningful objects that support people in their daily tasks, express values they
believe in, and stimulate their emotions and creativity”. The integration of this “emotional
experience” in the product design is used to differentiate the product from competing products with
the same functionality.
The Italian company Alessi produces tableware and other domestic products. Some of its products
have an expressive and non-conventional product design. In Westerlaken (1999) Alberto Alessi, the
Chief Executive of Alessi, remarks that a product has to fulfil its function, but that its emotional
function is becoming more important. McDonagh-Philp et al. (2000) summarize this same
phenomenon as follows: “In the design research stages, emphasis is changing from “hard”
functionality to “soft” values in product design”.
Different terminologies are used to describe the soft qualities of a product. McDonagh-Philp et al.
(2000) use the term “emotional domain”, “soft design” or “soft functions” in product design.
Durgee (1999) calls this “product soul”. Bürdek and Gros (2000) and Steffen (2000) use the terms
“product language” and “symbolic function”. Marzano (2000) uses the term “product experience”,
which is close to the terminology “added emotional value”, “emotional fit” or “product emotions”
used by Desmet, Overbeeke and Tax (2001). For an overview of these different terminologies see
figure 1.
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Terminology
for Meaningful Product Design
Durgee (1999): Rensselaer
Polytechnic Instititute
Emotional domain, soft design, soft McDonagh-Philp & Lebbon (2000):
functions
Loughborough University & Royal
College of Art
Product Meaning
Muller (1997): Delft University of
Technology
Product language
Bürdek (1996), Bürdek & Gros
Symbolic functions
(2000), Steffen (2000): Hochschule
für Gestaltung Offenbach am Main
Emotional function
Westerlaken (1999): Alessi
Experiential design, emotional
Kälviäinen (2000): The Kuopio
experiences with products
Academy of Design
Product experience, useful and
Marzano (2000): Philips Corporate
meaningful product
Design
Pleasure, pleasure benefits,
Jordan in Green & Jordan (1999):
pleasurable products
Philips Corporate Design
Added emotional value, emotional
Desmet, Overbeeke & Tax (2001):
fit, emotional product experience,
Delft University of Technology
product emotions
Product Soul

Figure 1: Terminologies to describe product messages.
There is a relationship between these different terms. The above terminologies look at the
phenomenon at three different levels. The first level indicates the existence of communicative
product qualities. At this level we find: soft design, emotional function, symbolic function,
emotional domain and product language.
The existence of this phenomenon leads to a product with: meaning, identity, character, soul,
symbolic value, added emotional value, pleasurable benefits etc. This is the second level.
Products with the above qualities cause a reaction on the level of the product user. They might bring
about an emotional benefit, product experience, product appeal, product charisma or product
attraction.
The terminology “emotional value” or “emotional benefit” will be used in the following text. A
product will be considered to have appeal or charisma because of its mix of functional and
emotional value.

History: The growing importance of emotional product value
The movement from product design based on functionality towards product design with an accent
on communicative product aspects has been gradual.
In 1896, the American architect Louis Sullivan published an essay in which he stated: “form
follows function”. He referred to the appearance of the buildings he was designing and the
influence of the building’s function on its shape. The same design philosophy "form follows
function" was used extensively thereafter in product design and architecture, persisting until around
1980.
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Functional product styling
In the period 1919 – 1933, the influential German “Bauhaus” movement used a “functional”
product styling. The Bauhaus aimed to adapt the product’s design to the industrial possibilities of
that period. This philosophy of “design for industry” and the concept of “form follows function”
resulted in a minimalist product styling based on geometrical shapes and few decorations. The
product was said to look modern because a machine made it. Few products designed in the Bauhaus
period were taken into production (the Bauhaus period from 1919-1933 was very short), but some
of the Bauhaus products, such as the table lamp by K. Jucker and W. Wagenfeld, show the force of
the “form follows function” principle. For example, the table lamp by K. Jucker and W. Wagenfeld
is still in production 70 years after its creation. (See figure 2). After the Second World War, many
design schools in Europe were based on the Bauhaus principles of functionality.

Figure 2: The Bauhaus table lamp, by K. Jucker and W. Wagenfeld in 1923-1924 (Droste, 1990).

Decorative product styling
Streamlining or aerodynamic product styling became very popular in the United States around the
period 1935-1955. With American streamlining, decorative (non-functional) elements were added
to the design of consumer goods. See for example the streamlined car design in figure 3. In the
1930’s, the French product designer Raymond Loewy said, "La laideur se vend mal", in other
words, that ugly looking products are difficult to sell. Raymond Loewy expressed the need for
decorative elements in product design and used this product styling to promote his services as a
product designer in the United States. He was one of the pioneers in the United States to use
aerodynamic product styling.
Streamlined styling was first used for the design of aerodynamic products such as cars and trains.
This was useful to lower petrol consumption. Later, streamlining became a meaningful symbol,
which signified modernism and technical progress in society. When this style was applied to static
products, such as a refrigerator, commercial success was instantaneous.
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Figure 3: Streamline: The Pontiac Silver Streak, 1948, General Motors USA (Kras R. et al. 2001).
Meaningful product styling
The United States was ahead of Europe in applying decorative styles such as streamlining.
European design remained dominated by the rational concept of “form follows function” for a long
time. In Europe, the real break from the functionalist approach in product design came with the
designs from the Memphis group (Bürdek, 1996). From 1981, the Italian design group Memphis
created furniture and decorative products, such as lamps and vases. The Memphis designs are
expressive, often provocative and cheerful.

Figure 4: The “Memphis” bookcase “Carlton” designed by E. Sottsass in 1981 (Woodham, 1997).
The bookcase designed by Ettore Sottsass (figure 4) is an example of early work in the Memphis
design style. It reveals an anti-functionalist attitude through its use of colour, decoration and
experimentation with form and surface (Woodham, 1997).
The interest in the Memphis designs showed the need for change and the increasing interest in
meaningful product aspects. The practical, rational aspect of product design no longer fulfilled all
needs and did not dominate the product’s shape any more.
The Memphis products received a lot of attention and international companies such as Philips and
Sony were influenced by this design philosophy. Many companies in consumer goods started to pay
more attention to these expressive product qualities.
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Theoretical background of the emotional product function
In the 1960’s, the French philosophers Barthes and Baudrillard started to analyse the sociopsychological meaning of products. Barthes argued in his book “Mythodologies” (1957) that
objects and images not only signify their basic function, but also carry a "meta"-meaning. He
discussed the socio-psychological function of objects and referred to the science of signs
(semiology) that is based in linguistics (Julier, 1993). The analysis of the sociologist Baudrillard
was based on semiology as well. In his book “Le systeme des objets” (1969), he describes the link
between social life and symbols in products (de Noblet, 1993).
Around 1975, the theory of product language was developed at the Offenbacher Hochschule für
Gestaltung. In the Offenbacher theory of product language the “product functionality” is
distinguished from “the product language”. Among the product’s language aspects we can
distinguish “message” aspects and “aesthetic” aspects (Bürdek, 1996; Steffen, 2000).
In the Offenbacher theory of product language the message (or sign function) gives meaning to the
product and is considered as the content of this product language. The aesthetic function is
considered as the grammar or the structure of this product language (figure 5).

Product
Language

Product aesthetics
(Grammar)

Product Meaning
(Content)

Figure 5: Basic structure of Product Language by the Offenbacher Hochschule für Gestaltung.
In the following diagram a figure is developed that is based on this structure. A slightly different
vocabulary has been chosen and the “product meaning” is developed in more detail.
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Product meaning in more detail
In the following text the “product meaning” is divided into different types of messages that can be
communicated by the product. In this renewed diagram, the product meaning is divided into three
main groups of messages: “messages” about the product itself, about its user and about the
company (see figure 6).

Product
Language

Product aesthetic
(Grammar)

Product Meaning
(Content)

Messages
About the Product

Messages
About the User

Messages
About the Company

Figure 6: Summary of different messages we might find in a product.
Published remarks from designers and research from different sources (Steffen, 2000; Durgee,
1999; Kälviäinen, 2000; Marzano 2000; Fayolle 2000; Fishman 1999) have been used to obtain this
further understanding of the different messages in a product.
In the following three sections we will first look at three major groups of product messages. In the
first place the messages about the product itself, secondly, about its user and thirdly, about the
company. Each group is developed in detail.

Messages about the product
Messages about the product provide information about the product itself. Information about the
product is divided into three subgroups: product information, place in time & culture, and affective
signs. For an overview see figure 7.
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Nature Symbols
Plants & Flowers
Animals, Elements
Affective
signs

Human Characteristics
Product seems alive
Craft Qualities
Person behind, Unique
Imperfections, Honesty …

1)
Messages about
The Product

Human shape
Mother, Male, Child,
Sensual Code, …
Emotion
Joyful, Playful,
Friendly, pleasure…

Artistic Feel
Dreams, Poetry, Luxury

Cultural Identity
National / Regional Style
German, French, Made in
Place in
Time & Culture

Styling Movements
Present, Future (Hope)

Historical
Archetype, Authentic

Product
Information

Novelty & Surprise
Feeling of Discovery,
Originality, Exotic
Working Principle
What, How, When …,
Quality, Performance

Figure 7: Signs about the products, its place in time & culture and affection.

The group product information can contain messages about the product’s “working principle”
(how, where, and when to use the product). Innovative elements in the product’s design (“novelty
and surprise”) are also included in this category. This message group basically explains the
product’s function and its elements of newness.
The second group of messages in a product’s design (place in culture and time) can contain
“historical” styling elements, be part of a “styling movement” or be the expression of a “cultural
identity”. This group of messages places a product in its historical or cultural context.
The third group of messages is called affective signs. Affective signs might concern the “artistic
feel” of the product, its “craft qualities”, its “human characteristics” or the use of symbols related to
“nature”. This group brings a product closer to its user, because the product feels more “human”
than “industrial”.
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Messages about the product: product information
Messages that give information about the product contribute to a better understanding of the
product. In the following sections we will look at symbols related to:
•
•
•

The product's working principle
The product’s quality
The product’s newness and surprise elements.

Working principle
Messages concerning the product’s usage give information about what the product does
(identification of its function). The design can express as well how to use it and when to use it (for
instance, under festive or daily circumstances).
Quality
A product can be designed as well to give an indication about its performance and quality. A
product’s design can accentuate the product’s performance because product styling can be used to
make a product look faster or even more powerful (for example, in car designs).
Novelty, originality or surprise
Styling elements can be used to ensure that distinctive, original qualities are noticed within the first
moments of decisive contact with the product. Surprise conjured up by the product gives a product
an attractive character (Durgee, 1999; Kälviäinen, 2000).
Now we will look at the second detailed group within the theme “messages about the product”. This
detailed group places the product in its cultural context and time frame.

Messages about the product: place in time & culture
Specific forms or colours give a product a cultural or temporal signification. Historical symbols
show “our roots” (Durgee, 1999) or give us a “sense of belonging” (Kälviäinen, 2000). Styling
trends gives us “identifying marks” (Starck in Bommel, 1997). Symbols concerning time & culture
are related to:
•
•
•

Historical value
Styling movements
Cultural values

Historical value
Many products on the market are based on old designs and obtain their appeal from their
association with earlier times. Archetypal shapes make a product easily recognisable and give a reassuring value because “they make us feel the roots of our identity” (Durgee, 1999).
The popularity of antique products demonstrates the importance of traditional shapes as well as
authentic values. An aspect that is specifically important in antique products is the “life the product
had before”. Products that rate highly in terms of soul “look like they have been through a lot”, and
that “they would have many stories to tell”. They seem to be “attached to another life” (Durgee,
1999). The past has a special symbolic meaning, because tradition is a metaphor for high quality
(Kälviäinen, 2000).
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Styling movements
Often it is possible to recognize the period in which a product was designed. The choice of
materials and shapes determines if a product fits in its period. A sixties’ design has different styling
from a product designed in the nineties. This gives the product a modern or old-fashioned look.
The French designer Philippe Starck remarks that he tries to work with semantics as a tool. What he
does has to be sometimes in line and sometimes in conflict with society. In any case, it has to give
“identifying marks”. Every period has its colour (Bommel, 1997). Kälviäinen (2000) explains that
we need such references because “the connection between history, contemporary time and the
future gives us a sense of belonging”.
Cultural symbols
A German style or French look can contribute to the charm and attraction of a product. An example
in car design is the more “solid” look of the “German” Volkswagen and the “expressive” look of
the “French” Peugeot 206. Additionally, appreciation of colours is not the same in every geographic
region; a “wrong” colour can lead to the rejection of a well-designed product.
Apart from the two previous message groups “product information” and “time & culture” we will
now look at a third group concerning “affective signs”. Affective symbols are currently very present
in products. For an overview, see figure 7.

Messages about the product: affective signs
Affective products have a friendly presence or create user “affinity” (Fayolle, 2000). Different ways
exist to create affective products, for example a touch of luxury or craft quality in a product’s
design can make a product appealing.
Craft qualities “make the product unique” and show its “warm human side” (Kälviäinen, 2000).
Craft qualities even bring a touch of human warmth to product design. A product can have a lively
character and somehow look like a new friend. Affective symbols may include signs about nature
too. This can be reassuring or poetic for humans in an industrialised world.
In the following text we will look at symbols related to:
•
•
•
•

Dreams, artistic feel, luxury
Craft qualities and product uniqueness
Human characteristics
Nature

Dreams, artistic feel and luxury
According to Alberto Alessi, the Italian producer of expressive domestic objects, art is lacking in
many products and “Objects have to make you dream” (Westerlaken, 1999). Elements such as
dreams, hope for a better future or the illusion of luxury have always been important in products.
Design movements such as the Art Nouveau or the Art Deco demonstrate this. Elements of dreams,
hope and luxury can be found in the decorative elements of the Art Deco period. At a time of great
American economic depression, architects designed buildings that contained the illusions of luxury
with decorations that make you dream (of rich cultures of the past). Products that contain
decorations or that feel artistic are special. Such products take time to appreciate (Durgee, 1999).
Craft qualities and product uniqueness
Hand-made quality adds personality to a product. Hand-made products give the feeling that there is
a person behind the product (Durgee, 1999). The knowledge of the touch of the human hand makes
the product more valuable than a machine-made one. It does not feel like a cold industrial product.
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Apart from this human “warm” side, a hand-made product can be used in the search for
individuality. The marks of tools and the involvement of the crafts person make a product unique.
Hand-made production means produced in small quantities. This contributes to the special character
of the product and in its turn to the uniqueness of its user (Kälviäinen, 2000).
Even imperfections in a mass-produced product can make a product unique and therefore personal
and valuable. For example, a specific noise in a car makes this car different from other cars and
therefore recognisable and personal.
Human characteristics
In current product design, the human shape is often present in a simplified and abstract form.
Products can be attributed with human characteristics so that humans feel closer to them. We can
distinguish designs that are based on the shape of the “human body” and designs that conjure up
associations with “human emotions”. The Amora ketchup bottle refers to a body shape in a direct
and simple way and was designed to appeal to children. See figure 8.

Figure 8: Image of Amora Bottle designed by Barre & Associés (Barré B., Lepage F., 2001).
Within Philips, research is developing in the area of emotional product experience and
communicative needs. Stefano Marzano, the managing director of Philips Design (450 designers
worldwide), is managing several research projects on future design concepts. Different disciplines
such as social sciences, cultural behaviour, and production technology work together in these
projects (Bürdek et al, 2000). Marzano (2000) explains that the “anthropomorphic” form of the
Philips web cam creates a friendlier relationship with its user. This was found to be an important
characteristic of the camera that helps to take away the “big brother is watching you feeling”. See
figure 9.
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Figure 9: Philips web cam with lively characteristics.
According to the IDSA, the Industrial Designers Society of America, animation and softness are
present in this “playful new creature”. Philips Corporate Design received the ISDA 1999 Gold
Industrial Design Award for the design of this web-cam.
Durgee (1999) argues that the object of marketing is to give a product a personality or a soul, or in
other words: “to make it come alive”. This was exactly what happened when the French design
agency Barré & Associés designed a new children toothbrush for Signal. The product feels rather
“lively” as it is standing up and has a body and a head (Barré et al., 2001).

Figure 10: The product idea and the creation of a Signal toothbrush (Barré B., Lepage F., 2001).
The Apple iMac and iBook give the feeling of a product that is alive too. These computers have a
light that blinks on and off when the computer is in its standby mode. People have described it as
breathing and beating: “The iBook breathes” (Fishman, 1999). Humour and enjoyment can be
integrated into a product on purpose. Jonathan Ive, the designer of the Apple iMac describes that
the team aims to design products that people enjoy (Fishman, 1999).
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Figure 11: The new iMac with flat screen
Apple gave its most recent iMac with a flat screen, launched in January 2002, liveliness too. The
new iMac with a flat screen can be adjusted at different angles. This time this was not based on
human characteristics, but on nature. Steve Jobs says about this computer: “Instead of looking like
the old iMac, it looks like a sunflower”.
Nature symbols
Many elements in the Art Nouveau movement were based on romantic flower patterns. Animal
shapes can be found in the more recent movement of Bio-design, used considerably in automotive
design between 1980 and 1990. Durgee (1999) found that elements in the product showing close
connections with nature and natural forces contribute to the personality, or what he calls “high
soul”, of the product. Not only the shape of the product, but also the materials can create a “feeling”
for the product. An organic material such as wood is perceived as a warm and “living” material.
Inorganic materials such as marble, glass or metal are perceived as cold, hard, industrial and “dead”
materials. Natural materials have distinctive smells and sounds and simply refer to nature. While
we live in busy cities, we may try to bring back our past connection with nature by using natural
materials and shapes in our products (Kälviäinen, 2000).
In the previous section the theme “messages about the product in detail was developed in detail.
Now we will look at the second important theme “messages about the product”. See figure 6 for the
overview.

Messages about the user: being the same or different
A product user can choose to be “the same” or, on the other hand to be “different” from others and
he / she can use a product to communicate this. The product’s design can communicate the user’s
“personal characteristics” such as “age”, “gender” (female or male) and / or “personality”. For
example, a car might be imagined to be fast and its owner can also be imagined as having the same
quality. This means that the styling of the car is used to communicate a supposed personal
characteristic of its user.
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A product can express social characteristics too. For example the product can provide “status” or
demonstrate the success its owner has in life, it can reflect its user’s “ambitions or beliefs” and the
person’s “lifestyle”.
Gender
Male - Female
...
Personal
characteristics

Personality (Character)
Conventional -Provocative,
Friendly – Aggressive
Emotional – Rational
Informal - Formal, Artistic,
Fast, Luxurious, Unique …

2)
Messages about
The User

expressing
individualism
(being different)
or
groupaffiliation
(being
the same)

Age
Young - Old, …

Status & Success

Social
characteristics

Ambitions & Values
Ecology, economic,
religious, …
Life-Style
Group affiliation

Figure 12: Messages about the product user in the product’s design.

Messages about the company
The third major theme to discuss is “messages about the company” (see figure 6). Messages about
the company demonstrate the company’s values. Some of the company’s intrinsic values might
become visible through its products. For example, Apple Computer, whose slogan is “Think
different”, distinguished itself from competition by being the first company to sell coloured
computers in a very friendly and different design (Thibault, 1999; Redhead, 1998). All competitors’
products had beige or grey colours and a technical product shape. This different approach was a
success. The Apple iMac was launched in August 1998 and in the first year 2 million iMacs were
sold (Fishman, 1999).
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Intrinsic Values

Company’s Style
3)
Messages about
The Company

Brand Image
Corporate Design

Designer’s Style
Figure 13: Company image and designer’s style expressed in a product.
Swatch and Bang & Olufsen are two other examples of companies with a clearly recognisable style.
In some cases the designer has an expressive personal style and the companies demand this “design
signature” in its product. Examples are the watches designed by Mendini or Haring for the art
collection of the Swatch watches (Hayak et al. 1991).

Figure 14: Swatch designed by Keith Haring in 1985 (Edwards, 1998).

Future research
As shown in the previous text, products can contain a variety of messages. In this article the
objective was to obtain a detailed overview of these meaningful messages in a product’s design.
The three diagrams in this article (figure 7, 12 and 13) summarise the variety of communicative
signs we might find in a product.
It is important to obtain a good understanding of this facet of a product’s design, because today,
meaningful symbols are an important way to differentiate a product from the competitor’s products.
Consumers are attracted by product designs that feel “alive” and that contain a surprise element.
When competition grows, improving the product’s emotional quality becomes essential for a
company.
This theoretical synthesis needs to be compared with the design practice and the development
process of products with “personality” needs to be analysed in further detail too. It is not only
important to know what kinds of messages are integrated in a product’s design, but also to analyse
the methods used in design-oriented companies to obtain a product with “added emotional value”.
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Different variables in the company culture, the R&D resources and the development process are
expected to influence the creation of products with added emotional value. A competitive
environment is expected to stimulate this process as well. Future case study research is therefore
planned in companies producing competitive consumer goods with a very strong design orientation.
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